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Four
Seasons
Tonight
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Mr. Montclair
State
Dance Tomorrow
Night

May 19. 1967

CLUB To Present
The Four Seasons
The Four Seasons will be presented tonight in the final
CLUB sponsored concert for this school year. The concert,
scheduled for 8 p.m., will be held in Panzer gymnasium.
The Four Seasons began their assent to the exclusive
domain of the top 40 programming or “hitsville” in 1960
when as four young men they pooled their talents to form
a new musical and vocal team. The group worked hard to
perfect their distinctive sound
and a date at a small New Jer ded under the name The Four
sey night cluib was their first Lovers, and Bob originally sang
chance to try it out.
with the popular Royal Teens.
Actually, the group felt they
had everything they needed,
everything that is, but a name;
so they borrowed that from the
club. . . . thus began THE
FOUR SEASONS. The Four Sea
sons began with Frankie Valli,
first tenor, Bob Gaudio, second
tenor, Nicki Massi, bass, and
Tommy De Vito, first baritone.
They represented a blending
of talent from two other groups.
Frankie, Nick and Tommy, with
the latter’s brother, had recor

Gillenwater To
Address Seniors
A t Convocation
Commencement exercises for
the graduating seniors will featue Virgil W. Gillenwater, Pres
ident of Trenton State College
as -commencement speaker.
Dr.
Gillenwater
graduated
from Western Illinios University
with honors, with a major in
social studies. In 1946, he re
ceived his M.S. degrees from the
same school and was honored
as one of the outstanding gradu
ates. He received his M.Ed de
gree and his Ed. D degree from
the University of Illinois.
Dr. Gillenwater has tought in
the Ray Public Schools, Ray,
(Continued on Page 6)

Bob wrote “ Short Shorts,” which
became an overnight success
and gave the group its first hit.
By 1960 all four young men
were looking for new directions
for their careers. The Four Lo
vers were thinking of disband
ing, and Bob had quit the Royal
Teens to concentrate on writing.
The future Four Season quite
naturally got together in New
Jersey where they were prac
tically neighbors. Bob was pre
vailed upon to resume perform
ing and join the others in form
ing a new group. He was also
encouraged to continue writing
with the idea that he might pro
vide the group with fresh re
cording material. . . . an idea
that has proved to be very suc
cessful.
The new -group -began per
forming in small clubs, and sub
sequently came to the attention
of Bob Crewe, an independent
record producer. He first used
them to provide vocal -back
ground for other recording art
ists, until 1962 when Bob Gaudio
came up with a song that seem
ed a perfect vehicle for the Four
Seasons’ debut. It was recorded
and released on the Vee-Jay la
bel in August 1962. Within one
month it became a “ hit.”
The song was “ Sherry” and it
sold over a million copies and
earned the group its first gold
record. After that one hit fol
lowed another, most of these
written by Bob. A listing of
these include “ Big Girls Don’t
(Continued on Page 3)

ERNEST JAEGER

RICHARD STEFANIE

Students Vote To Increase Fee
Jaeger, Usherson, Stefanik Win
As the result of the school-wide referendum held on
May 11, 1967, students at Montclair State College will pay
an activity fee of $60.00 next year instead of the usual $46.00.
The students also voted on the abolishment of the dress
code. Elections for class officers and representatives to the
Student Government Legislature also took place at this
time.
Jaeger to Lead Seniors ....

Ernest Jaeger was elected to
the office of Senior Class presi
dent Ernest is Editor n-chief of
the Montclarion, former editor
of the Quarterly, lecture chair
man of the College Life Union
Board and a member of the
SGA Executive Board. Terri
Bowman, a biology major, will
serve as vice-president. Terri is
currently vice-president of the
class of 1968 and will participate
in the Experiment in Interna
tional Living this summer
Brad Lakefield was elected
treasurer of the class. A biology
major, he is alos a member of
Gamma Delta Chi. Kathy Bruno
will serve as class secretary.
Kathy was secretary to the SGA
this year. She is also a mem
ber of Delta Omicron Pi.

Class of 1969. Dan, a social stu
dies major is a member of Sen
ate. Vice-president of the class
will be Harry Kuhn. Harry is
president of the Newman Apostulate and a brother of Omega
Chi Delta.

Stefanik Leads Sophomore

Next year’s president of the
class of 1970 will be Richard
Stefanik, an English major, who
is a brother of Lambda Chi Del
ta. His vice-president will be
(Continued on Page 7)

Award Assembly Honors
Seniors and Carnival
The annual awards assembly was held yesterday to honor
the outstanding seniors of the 1967-67 school year. The annual
assembly, initiated in 1949, recognizes the achievement of
these seniors for the work they have done throughout their
four years at Montclair State College.
The program began with several Songs by the MSC

synphonic band under the direction of Mr. William Shadel.
The master of ceremonies was
John Van Emden, president of
Usherson Leads Juniors
Don Usherson will lead the the class of 1967. He announced
the gift of the class of 1967 to
the college. The class will have
three portraits painted of two
past presidents of the college
and of Dr. Richardson.
The following were the awards
presented to the students: New
Jersey Bell Telephone Company
Scholarships presented by Dr.
Thomas H. Richardson to Anita
Garrity and Ernest Jeager; the
Who's Who certificates pres
ented by Dean Lawton Blanton
to John Apgar, Charles Barragato, Diana Brackett, Diane Bylciw, Nancy Dierk, Eric Engel,
Edward Helvey, Patricia Litus,
Josephine Mazza, Albert John
Moncrief, Sue Nielsen, Karen
Sellick, Joan Swackhamer, Nan
cy Skirka, Richard Trani, John
Van Emden, Murray Weiner and
Karen Wolfe.

The Four Seasons

Jo-Ellen Greenberg will be
the treasurer of the class as a
result of the elections. Linda
Hansen was elected to the office
of secretary.

The Delta Gamma Award for
the outstanding senior woman
was presented by Dr. Thomas
Richardson to Diane Byloiw. The
Rotary Club award to the out
standing senior man was pres
ented toy Mr. Raymond Conover
to Edward Helvey.

-----------------------------------------------William Vrecenak, president of
Agora, presented the Sandy M c
Millan award for the outstand
ing athlete to Buddy Van Pelt.
The Montclair Athletic Council
Achievement Award was pre
sented by Larry Barrett to Bud
dy Van Pelt.
Dr. Richard Tews, chairman
of the physioal education depart
ment, presented the Panzer
Awards to Mark Kaelin, Nancy
Gross, and Penny McWater.
Music awards were presented by
Mrs. Brenda Miller Cooper and
Mrs. Dorothy Priesing to Jeanet
te Moore and James Bender.
Dean Lawton Blanton present
ed the Apheston Award to the
seniors with highest averages in
mathematics to Janet Davies,
William Keigher, Elizabeth Lockhoven and Joyce Kuyat. The Alpenfels award for the outstand
ing student in anthropology was
presented to Robert Susko by
Dean Allan Morehead. Dean
Morehead also presented the Na
poleonic Award for outstanding
work in French culture to Tho
mas Villano.
Rona Bauer presented the Paul
Bunyan Day service awards to
Senate, Kappa Sigma Rho and
(Continued on page 2)
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NEWMAN HOSTS
SUMMER STUDIES

May 19. 1967

Annual Upward Bound Project
To Be Held On MSC Campus

The Montclair State College uled times on the campuses of
Upward Bound Project will op the three colleges. The Lambda
erate for a second summer from Delta Chi fraternity will assist
June 26 to Aug. 4. Sixty-six in this phase at Montclair State
Jersey City high school young College.
A number of Montclair stud
sters will participate in the pro
ject. The project is a consorti ents and faculty wall work in
The Newman School is a week um arrangement with the Jer the summer program: John
ot Christian experience through sey City State College, Jersey Almquist, associate professor,
educattion, liturgy and commu City Can-Do (anti-poverty agen English
department;
David
nity living. Students will have an cy), Jersey City Public Schools Watkins, assistant professor,
opportunity to explore funda and St. Peter’s College.
physical education; Henry Fer
mental problems in various
A varied program of academ ris, assistant professor, physical
fields of Christian thought; to ic subjects, special interest ar education; and Dr. John G.
light of Christian philosophy; to eas and physical education will Redd, associate professor, phy
mental problems in various be available to students. Re sical education, project director.
work
with fellow
students medial and developmental work Students include: Jacqueline
toward the solution of spiritual, will also be available for stu Rutberg, home economics; Sue
academic and social problems dents according to individual Cimbolic business education;
peculiar to the campus commu needs. The basic goal of the pro Loraine White, physical educa
James Clarke
nity.
ject is to motivate and stimu tion; Shirley Bowen, fine arts;
mathematics;
Three courses—"The Modern late youngsters to pursue addi Paul Bischoff,
Church,” “Situation Ethics," “ Li tional studies after high school. Sergio Parero, Spanish; James
turgy Lives” —will be taught by In some cases students are di Harris, social studies; Robert
instructors especially qualified rected toward higher education Lester, physical education; and
in their field from various col and others are encouraged to Pat Urban, Spanish.
The project is supported by
leges in the East. Also on the enter vocational or technical
the
U. S. Office of Economic
training
programs.
schedule are workshops, semi
James J. Clarke has won a $100 Hallmark Honor Prize in nars, mixers, parties, films and The follow-up phase of the pro Opportunity with a grant of $94,ject will be conducted at sched- 000.00.
the fourth annual Kansas City Poetry Competition, it was an a hootenanny.
nounced April 27.
The total cost for the week is
Clarke’s entry Epitaph for a Mongoloid; Dead at Age 12, $28, including tuition, room and
depicts the reminiscences of a father after the death of his board. Many scholarships are
available.
son.
It was one of six poems by college and university stu
For additional information con
dents awarded the top cash
tact Lorraine Roskowski, MSC
prize by Hallmark Cards, Inc., Last year’s winners were pub Chairman, 215 Illinois Ave., Pat
Kansas City, Missouri, greeting lished by Hallmark under the erson, N. J. (684-0976) or via the
Epsilon Pi Tau, the industrial arts honor fraternity,
card publisher. The announce title, Poems 1966.
took a look into the future on Thursday, May 4, 1967 as they
Newman Plaque in Life Hall.
ment was made in Kansas City
previewed a day in the late 1960’s when three astronauts will
by Riohard Wilbur, the Pulitzer
ride a thundering Saturn V rocket to the moon.
Prize winning poet.
The preview was a New Jersey Bell Telephone Company
More than 2,000 student poems
lecture which discussed “Project Apollo,” the United States
were entered in the Hallmark
manned spacecraft flight to the moon and back.
competition. The 1967 winners
The lecture and slide talk covby Eileen Steele
were selected by Paul Engle,
ered the general flight plan Young, a New Jersey Bell Tele
Donald Hall and William Staf
Newman is 'in the process of tivities are the result of this from count down to the opening phone Company Public Rela
ford, each a distinguished Ame becoming a “ new man” for all change in emphasis.
which will float the spacecraft tions Supervisor, the first man
rican poet, educator and critic.
gently back to earth.
to set foot on the moan will have
men at MSC. Many studnets on
The judges
report called
First of all, because there is
four and one-half billion years
According
to
Mr.
George
Clarke’s poem “ an eloquent campus realize the need for so little opportunity for students
of history to discover. “ Moon’s
though heart-breaking plea for some kind of a program through
surface is dead—there is no at
understanding in a world of cru which Christians can come to to talk to others about their own
mosphere, no rain, no wind.
elty and pain. The author’s clear gether with others who are feelings and thoughts, Newman
Earth-shine, not sunshine will
is
sponsoring
discussions
every
narrative voice gives a unique
brighten the way — a brighter
thinking and feeling and who Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Alumni
tragedy universal meaning, and
glow than the moonlight on
are interested in the community Lounge for students of all faiths.
portrays with crystalline beauty
Charleine Cleaver, a sopho earth” Mr. Young said.
at Montclair. The members of This is a chance, no only to
the mute love and trust of a
Newman have been thinking a- talk, but also to listen and learn more English major from Mont
Murray S. Weiner, president
child.”
long these same lines; in fact, about such topics as the place clair, will make a trip to Swa of Epsilon Pi Tau, introduced
Clarke received a B.A. in
this is exactly the kind of pro of religion, religion and poetry, ziland, Africa this summer as a the lecturer brought to MSC
English from Newark State Col
gram they want to present. The the meaning behind the laws volunteer worker in the Swazi through the graces of A1 Lederlege in 1966. He is currently
organization is trying to take on and the liturgy and the similari land Voluntary Service Work man, vice-president of the hon
completing a master’s degree in
a new appearance and the ac- ties among peoples and reli Corps.
English at Montclair State Col
This service is sponsored by or fraternity.
gions.
lege on a fellowship. He expects
the Episcopal Voluntary Serv
One of the slides showed the
to continue his study toward a
In order to carry this theme ices Executive Council of New spider-legged lunar excursion
Ph.D. in English.
of the “ Relevence o f Religion York. Charleine applied for this module, sometimes called the
He has been published in the
to Contemporary Man” even projeot through the Montclair “ bug.” Other slides showed the
Quarterly, local newspapers and
further, a panel discussion is be Protestant Foundation with the enormous Saturn V rocket, tall
in an anthology of the New Jer
ing planned for sometime in help of Reverend John Harms, er than the Statue of Liberty,
sey poetry society.
and the five first-stage engines
May.
At this program, two men adviser to the group.
(Continued from Page 1)
The Hallmark competition is
Charleine was accepted for that will bum 15 tons of fuel a
who are now active Christians
open each year to full-time col Iota Gamma Xi. The first and
on college campuses and in the the project and was awarded second and are capable, togeth
lege and university students on second place awards went to
slums of New York will speak various scholarships from or er, of 'generating 55 times the
a national basis, with cash a- Delta Omicron Pi and Delta Sig
ganizations all over New Jersey power o f the Grand Coulee Dam.
with the students.
wards for single poems. The col ma Chi, respectively.
to meet the cost otf the trip.
The touchdown on the moon’s
lege division is part of the an
There will be 30 young men
The liturgy which is at the
Dean Morehead announced
nual Kansas City Poetry Com
core of the Catholic faith will and women from all over the surface will take place about 75
Mr.
petition which includes cash pri awards given throughout the have a central place in the ac country offering their services hours after launching,
zes (and the publication of a year. The borne economics tivities of Newman. Already, to the projeot. The services they Young said. Scientific explora
book by the University of Mis award went to Mary Reid, Mary there have been two folk mass will perform in their two month tion of the moon will be limited
souri Press) in a variety of ca Abate and Leona Bukowski.
es on campus; and hopefully, stay in Swaziland will be man not so much by the payload ca
tegories from high school poe
The Carnival award trophies these masses will be -able to con ual labor in the form of helping pacity of the spacecraft, but by
try to book-length manuscripts.
to build schools.
(Continued on Page 5)
were presented by Carnival co- tinue next year.
New Jersey Province of the
National Newman Apostolate will
sponsor a “ Newman School of
Catholic Thought” from June l'l
to June 15 at the College of
St. Elizabeth, Convent, N. J.

James Clarke Secures
Kansas Poetry Honors

Epsilon Pi Tau
Presents Lecture

Newman Apostulate

Sophomore to A id
African Project

Awards

Assembly

Paul’s Pharmacy
629B Valley Rd.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Phone—744-1665

chairmen Lois Nack and Tom
Stepnowski. The best food booth
award was presented to the men
of Phi Sigma Epsilon; best game
booth, Kappa Rho Upsilon; best
souvenir booth, lota Gamma X i;
best entertainment booth, Sigma
Theta Epsilon. The awards for
authenticity went to third place,
Kappa Riho UpSilon; second
place Tau Sigma Delta, first
place Phi Sigma Epsilon.

The seminarians from Dar
lington, who have been working
with Newman for the past year,
realized the need for a change.
At an open meeting, this group
decided to change the structure
of the club from elected offi
cers to board members who
would share responsibility for
planning and carrying out the
activities. The board is open to
anyone who would like to help
The best money making booth Newman became a vital part of
was that of Sigma Delta Phi.
the' life of Montclair.

LA FEMMENA
113 WATCHUNG AVE.
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Something New — Something Special
In Clothes and Accessories
For the Sophisticated Woman
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‘Quarterly’ Publishes Chapbooks
by James Bussing
Quarterly, your literary magazine at MSC, having
achieved recognition as a “ little” magazine in the United
States, and after winning first place in the state of New
Jersey as the best college literary magazine will now start
its own publication of Chapbooks.
A Chapbook will contain the work of one writer pres
ently writing at MSC exposing him to the criticism of the
MSC student. Hopefully, a dial
ogue will be created between
the writer and the students in
which the writer will learn
more about contemporary writ
ings. The Chapbooks, therefore,
will become a very valuable
teaching aid creating a better
understanding between the stu
dent body and the writers work
ing at MSC.
Possibly, the Chapbooks can
even be used as a teaching aid
in the classroom, expe'cially in
those classes involving creative
writing, forms of literature, and
contemporary poetry. Quarterly
is presently using the Chap-

boods to work hand in hand with

be available soon at the Fish
bowl in Life Hall.
Paul Larsen, editor-in-chief of
Quarterly; has assigned James
R. Bussing to be the editor of
the Chapbooks. The Chapbooks
will be published four times a
year and will maintain the lit
erary excellence for which MSC
is now known. This will create
perhaps a dialogue beneficial to
both the writer and the student
body.
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‘ P EO P LE TO P EO P LE’ M EET
TO ADOPT PERM ANENT NAME
A total of 80 to 90 students from colleges such as Notre
Dame, UCLA, University of Pennsylvania and the Univer
sity of Kansas attended the national conference of People to
People. The organization met at the Hilton Inn, St. Louis,
Mo., from April 14 to 16.
Jo Ann Roberts, a sophomore fine arts major at MSC,
attended the conference as a member of the organization. The
purpose of the national meeting
was to “ formalize” the organi
The adopted name of the
zation by adopting a permanent group is Collegiate International.
name, ratifying a constitution The association exists on three
and electing national officers.
levels — national, group and
campus. These division, logical
ly, exist for the purpose of fa
cilitating expansion and service
of Collegiate International.

its ‘Writers’ Workshops.
Writers who have recently
been published in the first edi
tion of the Chapbooks are H. W.
Hutchinson III, Diane Wald, and
A1 Hall. These Chapbooks were
available at the 27-Hour Mara
thon at the Quarterly display
and are now available in the
Publications office upstairs in
Life Hall. The writers who will
by Leslie Anne Hair
be published in the second edi
At noon on May 3, a Hertz Rent-A-Truck left the Mont
tion are Ben Goldberg, David
clair State campus bearing a large pink and white sign which
Condit, Richard Immersi, Ro
bert Monda, Lois Rogers and read, TARTUFFE “ Players” was transporting the entire
Sue Guatelli. These books will set from their spring production of the Moliere comedy to

PLAYERS PERFORM
A T ARTS FESTIVAL

The new president of Cl is Ro
bert Swan of the University of
Arizona. The directors of the or
ganization, (Cl is a student or
ganization run by adults), are
Newton, N. J., where, on May 4, they participated in the Dr. R. Tinsley, Mr. M. Hulac
Festival of the Arts. Early the following morning, the cast, and Mr. C. Smith, the director
crew, costumes, wigs, sound equipment, makeup, and props of the University of Buffalo.
also traveled to the Newton — ——------------------------------——
The bulletin, Collegiate Inter
High School Auditorium to pre a landscape artist and fine arts
national
submitted by Jo Ann
sent two performances of Tar- teacher in the Newton school
states that the purpose and obtuffe to the adults and students
system. Her work has appeared jecive of Cl, according to the
of the community.
Miss Doris Reinhardt, Resident Program Director, and
in nine New York art shows constitution, “is to foster and
Sponsored by the Newton
Mr. Raymond Stover, Assistant Director of Students, have
and 54 one-man shows through encourage mutual understanding
announced the selection of the new Resident Assistants Board of Education, the Arts out the country. While traveling between American and foreign
students amongst all people. The
(previously known as Wing Councelors) for the 1967-68 Festival is a five-week program
abroad, she was impressed by key to this objective lies in the
academic year. Those appointed to the position include: of concerts, films, exhibits, and
productions.
Mrs. the European art festivals, es opportunities for exchange of
Candy Bishop, Donald Bowers, Theresa Bowman, Susan theatrical
pecially those in Italy. Believing ideas through several proposed
Clarke, Ellen Estomin, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Stanley Gurski, Effie Shannon, general chair
Stephen Hamelburg, J o a n n e ------------------------------------------------ man, stated that it is “ the most that students should become Cl activities.”
Hartman, Lillian Hoffman, Joe Barbara Rizzo, Vladimir Sam- extensive program of its kind acquainted with the culture of
The activities mentioned in
Kloza, Penny Lattimer, Shardon ohoutin, Faith Sanderson, Craig in the state of New Jersey.” the past, Mrs. Shannon has work
Meadows, Nancy More, Andres Shay, Lynn Spafford, Paul Swer- In addition to the Players pro ed for many months planning the bulletin are: annual region
and coordinating this lairge-scale al conferences, annual national
P e n a b a d, Dorothy Peterson, zenski, Karen Thiele, Ken Vogel, duction of Tartuffe, the Festival
program.
conference, and a national news
Barbara Zaloga, and Diane is also presenting the Chamber
Orchestra of the New Jersey
The “ Players” tour, coordin letter. “ One of the greatest ser
Zervopoulos.
Symphony,
the
Fifth
Avenue
ated
by Dr. L. Howard Fox, vices that Cl can offer centers
Alternate Resident Assistants
Opera
Association
production
of
chairman
of the speech depart around providing a ‘connecting
include: Daniel Ehrgott, Joyce
(Continued from Page 1)
Rossini’s
Barber
of
Seville,
a
ment, has involved much plan link’ between international or
Cry,” “ Walk Like A Man,” Forseman, Nanoy Haverstick, costumed-concert
presentation
ning
and preparation. Mr. W. ganizations on college campuses
Joseph
“ Ain’t That A Shame,” and Elizabeth Hriczko,
of
Macbeth
and
Lady
Macbeth,
Scott Mac Connell designed the across the nation.”
“Candy Girl,” all of these well Krenetsky, Rose Marshall, Cyn by a New York Shakespeare set so that it could be adapted
Collegiate
International
is
remembered by rock fans and thia Mercurio, Christine Pa company, the International Folk
to the stage at Newton. Immed composed of organizations of
olozzi, Rudine Picht, and Allen
readers of the record trades.
Dance Festival, art media and iately following their last per
Surpless.
People to People, but “ affilia
The albums that followed
crafts
workshops, and sidewalk formance on campus, the crew
The Resident Assistant is an
tion is open to one international
were equally popular, and by undergraduate student appoin- art shows. Students in the com and cast dismantled the set and
relations organization, or group
the spring of 1964 the Four Sea
te to work with individuals and munity are also participating in loaded it into the truck. Upon of such organizations, per cam
sons’ record sales had exceeded
groups in the residence setting. the Festival’s various musical, their arrival at Newton on May pus whether or not it has been
seven million singles and two
The student holding the position theatrical, and fine arts pro 3, the stage crew spent many connected with People to Peo
million LPs. This tremendous
grams and workshops.
hours erecting the set and fo ple."
popularity resulted in extensive is immediately responsible to
cusing the lights for the follow
the
Resident
Program
Director,
“
The
festival
is
aimed
at
the
personal appearances through
ing day’s performances.
Collegiate International is not
the country and overseas, and the Assistant Dean of Students, students,” explained Mrs. Shanvery successful to date at Mont
and
the
Dormitory
Directors
in
j
non.
Known
professionally
as
Upon their arrival in Newton,
the group has been frequent
(Continued on Page 6)
Annie Lenney, Mrs. Shannon is the Tartuffe cast held a brief clair State College. Dean Blanguest stars on the Ed Sullivan,
,
, . ,
■ ._, ton is very interested in the orSteve Allen and Dick Clark
rehearsal to become acquainted
...
.
, , , ,
ganization and urges students to
with the stage and were con
shows.
ducted on a tour of Newton participate.
They have also headlined at
High School. An afternoon pertop clubs across the country, in
There are at present 16 memformance was presented for the bers of CI at Montclair. j 0 Ann
cluding the famed Copacabana
public. During the day, the paid for her trip to St. Louis in
in New York, where they added
school’s
instrumental
music
swinging adults to their ever
Dr. Harold C. Bohn, chairman of the department o f Eng room served as a temporary April: the poorly represented
growing fan club. In January
group has no budget.
1964 The Four Seasons were lish will take a leave of absence for the 1967 fall semester for “'makeup room” for the actors.
signed by Mercury Records in the purpose of concluding a book he has begun on the teach They sat before hand mirrors on
There are opportunities for
one of the largest recording con ing of Shakespeare in secondary schools.
music stands putting on their travel abroad in connection with
The book is an outgrowth of Dr. Bohn’s doctoral disserta “greasepaint.” On a table, rows CI. If the group were reactivattracts ever offered to a vocal
group. Their records are releas tion and is a manuscript of considerable size. Dr. Bohn plans of wigs stood on their “ head j e(j on campus, Collegiate Inlered on the Phillips label, a sub to revise the manuscript and to include additional material. forms” waiting to be used. And national might become a richly
During his sabbatical Dr.
sidiary of the company.
there were, of course, last min rewarding and greatly influen
Bohn will conduct bis research School and teach the methods
ute costume repairs, such as tial group at MSC. Collegiate
When in early 1966 Nick Mas- at the University of Michigan,
courses. Also assisting in teach mending a hole in an actor’s International needs support —
si decided to turn in his union Ann Arbor, Mich. He has
ing the methods courses will be long stocking and reinforcing a students.
card and return to his home, secured library privileges at the
Mrs. Barrett, Mrs. Becker and seam in an actress’s gown.
the group turned to bass player university and will be utilizing
Mr. Rich. No acting department
Joe Long, a perfect substitute, their facilities from September
Following the evening perfor
chairman has been chosen to
who not only had experience as to December.
fill Dr. Bohn’s position during mance of Tartuffe, the entire
JOIN THE NEW JERSEY
the leader of two groups of his
set had to again be “ striked”
Dr. Bohn is a graduate of his leave of absence.
VIETNAM
own, but was a Four Seasons
Hamilton. He received his M.A.
by the cast and crew and loaded
fan and, of course, a native of
SUMMER PROJECT
degree from Harvard, and his
on the truck. Costumes, makeup
New Jersey.
Again this year classes will
doctorate
from
Teachers
Col
props, and other equipment
O R G AN IZIN G T H E A P A TH E TIC
Now with Joe happily in the
not be held on Thursday, May
lege, Columbia University.
were
packed and transported
M ID D LE CLASS T O STOP T H E
fold, the Four Seasons plan big
25, 1967. I hope that the pro
back to campus. It was not un
This book will be the first of
WAR
ger and better years ahead,
vision of this "reading day"
with an enlarged repetorie and Dr. Bohn’s to be published. will not cause any serious dis til the early hours of the morn
For ’
- Ucn Write:
a new club act that will have No publisher has been chosen as ruption of instructional plans. ing that the company returnedN. J. Vit i
summer Prut'*«
weary
from
the
tiring
day,
but
P.O. Sox ¿331
the guy® in a new bag. . . , yet.
Allan Morehead
New Brunswick, N. J.
pleased that they were a part
Luring Dr. Bohn’s absence,
singing, dancing, and the works.
08303
Dean of the College of this new and successful pro
The tickets for the concert are Mr. Pettegrove will instruct the
gram.
$2.00, SGA; and $3.00, all others. senior class in College High

Resident Assistants
Selected For 1967-68

Four Seasons

Dr. Bohn To Take
Sabbatical Leave

Page 4
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The Montclarion is published bi-weekly by the De
partment off Publications off the Student Government
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The Ri^ht Direction
The year is quickly drawing to a close.
We can look upon this year’s accomplish
ments with a great deal of pride. Unfortu
nately, however, we cannot take credit for
all these accomplishments as our SGA Presi
dent did in his column in the last issue of
the Montclarion.
As fine as this year might have been, how
ever, there is one predominant attitude j
which does annoy us greatly. This entire!
attitude is summed up by the phrase “ Let’s j
give the students what they want.’’ Unfor
tunately, nobody has ever asked the students ¡
what they really do want. Even fewer people'
have ever asked what the students really do
need. The entire result has been an anti- ¡
ntellectual approach to the social and aca-,
demic life of the college. We can’t even men- j
don cultural life; this merely does not exist.
We are fortunate that the student body!
passed the increased activity fee in the refer- (
endum. Many organizations will have more ,
money with which to work. However better
programs are not achieved with money alone;
a proper attitude must exist among the plan- ¡
ners of these activities. We must move away j
from the Soupy Sales and Four Tops men-j
tality into a more sophisticated and more
mature view of the importance of activities.
A modern poet speaks of “a few dead
minds in the higher places.’’ This speaks
for itself. Both our adult and student leaders
must stop to think about the importance of
their actions. The future of this institution
will be greatly influenced by their current
decisions.
There is an entire summer ahead of us.
Let each one of us sit down and examine
his attitudes to see if they really belong in
a college climate. You’re never too old to
change your ideas—or too young, either.

A Fine Carnival
We of the Montclarion wish to add our
congratulations to those students who par
ticipated in Carnival, 1967 and made it a
success, despite the rains. Special thanks
should go to Mr. Walter Rosier of the Slater
Food Service who gave up his kitchen at
the last moment so that Carnival groups
could use it.
The Chairmen of Carnival, the Carnival
committee and their advisers are to be con
gratulated on a Carnival that was delightful,
different, and fun for all.

Summer Is For . . .
Summer vacation comprises only two full
months, but as many optimistic college stu
dents think about their forthcoming summer
of leisure, they feel this is an interminable
time. However, they are sadly mistaken and
disappointed when back from a Labor Day
weekend of fun and festivities, they find
registration and classes recommencing in just
a few days.
We of the Montclarion staff realize the
advantages of a summer profitably and en
joyable spent and would like to impart this
knowledge to you, our faithful readers. Before
you partake in your Epicurean philosophy of
summer living, it would be wise to remem
ber that learning does not stop with the
termination of college courses. During the
summer, there are always numerous oppor
tunities for self-improvement. Sure, every
one occasionally enjoys sleeping until noon,
then lazily rocking in a hammock with a
book in one hand and a cool glass of lemon
ade in the other. But to loll away one’s days
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In this column of the last Montclarion for the school
year 1966-67, I would like to express my appreciation to the
faculty and the student body for the spirit of cooperation and
harmony which has been characteristic of this year. We have
had many problems in accommodating 4,000 students on our
campus. We have been a little less comfortable because of
the extra hundreds of students who are now with us but

surely the overall good has
made it worthwhile.
Interesting, exciting, contro
versial and amusing things have
happened during this year and
a review of them would create
without purpose or ambition seems a definite an impressive picture of the
waste of time and potential creativity. The quality and quantity of activi
aters and museums do not close their doors ties at Montclair. I will not try
in the summer; you might even be able to ! such a review, however, but I
write several reports for Music or Art 100 j would like to comment on our
well in advance by visiting such cultural most recent campus event. Withlocations. There is also Expo ’67, Operation |in a few hours after the opening
Head Start, day camp positions and tutoring 1of the 1967 Montclair State Colprograms for the interested future teacher, i iege Carnival a reasonable progvolunteer social jobs, and youth corps or j nosis would have been disaster.
ganizations. Now is also the time to take that ! In spite of great efforts and intyping or composition course that you so need |ienuity and some design which
and desire (as the recent fiasco of your last |set a new level of quality it
term paper demonstrated). Summer is a time I looked as if the weather would
to peruse that best seller you just didn’t completely ruin the affair.

have time to read when there were two term
The entire college can be
papers and three oral reports due.
There are many opportunities for an en ! )roud' of the way the Carnival
joyable and beneficial three months; take ! group struggled through and
advantage of them. One does not need to ' perseved through the rain on
attend regular summer school classes: There : .’’riday night and then, in one
is a chance for knowledge and self-enrich j lour on Saturday, moved the en
ment every day throughout the summer. Ob tire affair — block, stock and
serve the motto of Montclair State College j barrel — into Life Hall Cafeterand “Carpe Diem,” that is to say, use the !i ia.
ninety-odd days of summer well; don’t waste
The Carnival turned out to be
them.
a success in every way — even

I will not dwell on those qual
ities of goodness and leadership
which Miss Freeman displayed
in abundance, and about which
many complimentary stateimtnts
have been made. The thing that
impressed me most about Miss
Grace Freeman was her indi
viduality. In our age of rubberstamp, carbon-copy people, this
lady was startlingly an indivi
dual. One could never anticipate
exactly what Grace Freeman
would say or how she would say
it. She was a colorful person and
I don’t remember attending a
single meeting in which she par
ticipated which turned out to be
a dull meeting.
Miss Grace Freeman’s educa
tional success, political prowess
and community leadership all
warrant much praise but I will
remember her as a unique per
son full of spark and wit and
color.

Many Boards and groups
which meet here at Montclair
State College will continue to
have interesting meetings and
although we will sorely miss her,
financially — and considering
Miss Grace Freeman will long
The Peace Vigils
the handicaps, this was indeed
be remembered with a smile
The Peace Vigils at Montclair State Col a great feat. I congratulate all and with deep resepet.
lege do not evoke a favorable reaction, even of the students and staff invol
Thomas H. Richardson
though there have been no “incidents.” There ved.

seem to be two major camps of opposition:
those who feel that the demonstrators are
“Reds,” “beatniks” or “ intellectuals” who are
causing more harm than good, and those who
sympathize with the peace movement but
who see no value in the demonstrations. This
writer has space enough here to contend only
with the latter group.
What are the purposes of the Peace Vigils
at MSC?
First, they exist for those who wish to ex
press their horror at the immorality of the
war in Vietnam, and to make others aware
of it. Much worthwhile discussion has been
provoked and interest aroused by these
vigils, which has created a sense of aware
ness which encompasses more than just the
MSC campus.
Secondly, they exist for those who wish
to express their refusal to become a part of a
system Which some consider to be a “ war
machine.” Without drawing fallacious com
parisons of situation, it is ironic to note that
we are bringing to trial those who killed mil
lions of people under order from Hitler on
the basis that responsibility to one’s personal
beliefs is more important than the fulfillment
of what one feels to be a moral evil perpe
tuated by the State. Let us not in this situa
tion minimize the importance of personal
belief and its expression.
Thirdly, they exist to effect change in
present American military and foreign pol
icy. The demonstrators have held signs read
ing, “Write to your Congressman to help end
the war in Vietnam now.” To say that pres
sure groups, which the Student Peace Union
and others of similar leanings are among,
have no effect on governmental policy by
their demonstrating is to show a sad lack of
knowledge concerning the workings of the
American political system. In actuality,
whether legislation is passed or not passed
in this country is largely dependent on the
quality of the lobbying of the interested
groups.
On May 24, noontime the final Peace Vigil
of the school year will be held. Let us at least
understand, if not agree, with what these
people are doing.

Miss Grace Freeman

Much well-deserved tribute
has been paid to Miss Freeman
and these comments were fre
quently made by people who
knew her longer and better then
I did.
I do want to add my humble
tribute to this great lady, how
ever, for in the past three years
I have been impressed and af
fected by her.

Tentative Schedule
Camp Wappalane
1967-68
Sept. 11-13
Summer Transfers
Oct. 2-6
English majors
April 16-9
Business Education
Industrial Ed. and Tech.
May 13-17
Fine Arts. Music
Lack of facilities to handle the
normal enrollment of students is
so great that the number of stu
dents sent to Wappalane has been
cut by SO per-cenL

IT S YOUR SGA
Before I become a “has been” president of the Student
Government I would like to take this opportunity to com
ment on a few of my observations concerning some varied
aspects of college life at Montclair.
First I would like to congratulate Tom Stepnowski and
Lois Nack for a fantastic job as carnival co-chairmen. As
most of you know carnival was “ washed out” on Saturday.
The decision was made to move1
carnival into Life Hall. This grammar schools play on the
seemed absurd at the time, yet front page but you can’t find
it turned out to be an over anything about “ Tartuffe” at
whelming success. I personally Montclair State. A recent inci
think that it was one of the dent exemplifying town spirit to
greatest things ever accom ward MSC ocoured prior to
plished at the college. Despite the Marathon When a reporter
the disappointment and physical was barred from coming to the
unlikelness of moivng a carnival college to give the marathon
indoors, the students of MCS preliminary coverage because
came through again.
the Edior of the Times was an
Concerning the “ college town” gry at the college for thinking
of Upper Montclair. There is of building a dorm on the Bond
none!! The majority of the peo p r o p e r t y . Other surround
ple in Upper Montclair couldn’t ing newspapers give us far more
care less about the “ Normal coverage of Montclair State in
School” on the Hill. A prime cluding The Newark News, Star
example is the weekly Mont Ledger, Paterson Morning Call,
clair Times. One would expect Paterson Evening. News, and
to be able to read about events the Bergen Evening Record.
at the college by glancing Why, only this morning, May
through our town paper. You May 15th, an article with piccan’t ! !! You can read about the
(Continued on Page 5)
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Friend:

We are all concerned aibout
the rapidly escalating Vietnam
war. On every side we hear:
Is victory passible in Viet
nam?
If we pull out now, will South
east Asia fall?
Is the war an immoral or a
just war?
What really will bring this
war to an end?
We of clergy and laymen con
cerned have been agonizing ov
er these questions. If you too
are troubled over these and si
milar questions, then may we
invite you to discuss them
with us? We will meet you in
the auditorium of the George Inness School, which is across
from the high school on Park
and Chestnut Streets in Mont
clair, at 8 pm on Tuesday, May
23.
Prof. Robert S. Browne
of
Fairleiigh Dickinson University,
Teaneck, and Rev. Daniel Kilfoyle of St. Peter’s College Com
munity, Jersey City, promised
to come also. Both are scholars
of the Vietnam war issues. Rev.
Kilfoyle will respond to its mor-

al aspects. Prof. Browne, who
worked for six years as an eco
nomist for the U. S. Economic
Aid Program in Cambodia and
Vietnam, and was a guest lec
turer in 2965 at the Van Hanh
University in Saigon, will res
pond to its economic and poli
tical aspects. Two well known
folk singers will sing for us as
well.
We have set up this evening
not as a lecture, but a dialogue
between you and the speakers.
They will start things going by
raising the main questions and
giving background facts. Then
we hope you will ask plenty of
questions.
In view of the dangerous es
calation of this war and the vit
al need for a better understand
ing of the issues involved, do
respond to our invitation and
come on May 23. It should be
a rewarding experience for all
of us.
Sincerely yours.
Rev. John Harms
Rev. Roger Ailing
Rabbi Jeshaia Schnitzer
James J. Gallagher
Executive Committee

CAMPAIGN ’68
by Thomas W. Gannon
All signs point to the fact that the 1968 presidential
election will be even tighter than the 1960 election. Political
experts feel that the outcome will finally be decided in the
House of Representatives.
What is the reason for this: the Gallup poll shows that
if the election were held today that former Governor George
Wallace of Alabama would win 13 states in the south and
border areas.
The U. S .News and World as it did in 1960 and that would
Report had made a caireful give the Democrats 51 in this

analysis of the voting picture of area and the Republicans 80.
the nation at this time.
A quick tally shows the Dems
Their results show that in the with 246 electorial votes, the
east the Democrats will be lucky GOP with 245 and George Wal
to equal the showing that the lace with 47. To elect a presi
Kennedy-Johnson ticket made in dent 270 electorial votes are
1960. In 1960 the Democrats won needed and so the House of Rep
all but 12 of the regions 124 resentatives would chose our
electorial votes. There are 6 next president.
electorial votes less in the east
We would never try to pick
now due to reapportionment.
the electroial vote outcome of
A conservative analysis of the 1968 election. That we’ll
George Wallace’s strength in the leave to Mr. Gallup and such
south would show him winning magazines as the U. S. News
about 5 states with 47 electorial and World Report, but we can
votes. This could leave the reg give you a breakdown of the
ular Democrats with about 60 popular vote percentages if the
electorial votes but this is a far election were being held Tues
cry from the 111 that they took day.
in 1960.
The picture in the West is al
so bleak for the Democrats. Out
of the 13 Mountain and Pacific
states, the Kennedy-Johnson
slate could win but 3. It appears
that the Republicans could win
the same number of states that
they dd in 1960. This would give
them an extra 9 votes (reapportianment).
The Midwest looks about the

NOTICE
The final Peace Vigil of this
school year will be held Wed
nesday, May 24, from 11:50 to
12:50. All faculty and students
who wish to express by their
presence their opposition to
war and their intention to find
a peaceful solution to the Viet
nam conflict should meet that
date at the south side of
Sprague Library.
(A D V E R TIS E M E N T)

Joh n son
N ix o n
W a lla c e

36.0
40.0
24.0

Joh n son
R om ney
W a lla c e

37.5
34.5
28.0

Joh nson
P ercy
W a lla c e

35.0
39.0
26.0

Joh nson
R o c k e fe lle r
W a lla c e

36.0
36.0
28.0

Joh n son
R eagan
W a lla c e

40.0
45.0
15.0

In September we’ll be bring
ing you up to date on any ac
tivity that takes place during
summer and will be spotlighting
a candidate in each issue. The
big thing to watchfor in the next
three months is the rise or fall
of Lyndon Johnson as a politi
cal figure. It might very well be
that in September if Lyndon
Johnson decides not to run that
the Democrats may have 5 or 6
aspirants to the highest office in
our land.

Dear Editor:

I have been asked by a fel
low soldier to see if his article
could be published by the Moniclarion. Quarterly, or Galumph.
He hasn't attended college and
therefore had no place to send
his work to see it published. I
believe him to be a true artist
and the feelings expressed in
his writings can be construed to
be the feelings of many service
men on foreign soil, although
they don't necessarily represent
my viewpoint.
If there is room for his article
to be published, I am sure that
he will greatly appreciate it. I
am writing this request for this
soldier and would appreciate it
if my name was in no way men
tioned as the person who sent
the article.
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Conference Features
Cordasco As Speaker
“ The use of available funds for the improvement of
teacher education has met with continual resistance from
the educational sector itself,” stated Dr. Frank Cordasco,
professor of education at Montclair State College at a panel
discussion entitled “ Teaching the Disadvantaged.” This was
one of six group sessions of the Kappa Delta Pi Regional
Conference which met at Teachers’ College, Columbia Uni
versity, on May 6 to explore the

theme “ Commitment to Demo damaging to the child. He point
cracy through Education.”
ed out that, although we have
A contingent of approximate the means through existent le
ly 20 students from MSC gislation to combat the prob
represented Gamma Epsilon, lems in urban education, we
the college’s chapter of Kappa have moved very slowly, if at
Delta Pi (the national honor so all, in a direction which would
ciety in education), with their provide far-reaching solutions.
adviser, Mrs. W. Filas. Most of
When the entire group under
them attended the panel on the the direction of Dr. Gorman,
disadvantaged child.
moved into smaller sections, the
major item of discussion was
Peckham Heads Panel
Chairman of the panel was Cordasco’s point that “Teacher
Dr.
Earl Peckham, professor of training for the urban schools
The Child Plays in His Room.
education at MSC. In addition to has never been worse.” Al
The child plays in his room
Dr. Cordasco, the speakers were though Dr. and Mrs. Flagg had
And imagines he’s the man
Dr. Alfred Gorman, initiator of given many illustrations of pro
Who brought terror and destruc the SPURT program at MSC and grams in Newark for the dis
tion.
a key organizer of the HRL advantaged child, several seem
He plans the dastardly schemes
“ movement” on campus, and ed to feel that these programs,
And plots the sordid assassina
Dr. and Mrs. Flagg, who are ve however worthwhile, were not
tions.
hitting one of the major causes
From his room he dictates pol ry active in Headstart and oth of educational problems in the
er
related
programs
in
Newark.
icy
Bruce De Young, president of urban school: poor teaching.
And signs the law.
Gamma Epsilon, was responsi Dr. Gorman stated that an im
He passes sentences.
ble for the organization of the portant factor in poor teaching
He forces wage.
is poor communication, i. e.
panel.
What he does is bitter
Dr. Cordasco began by citing “ Reach one; teach one.” He ex
And what results is remorseful.
A small black book is on his the Culman Report as empirical plained the efforts of SPURT to
prospective teachers
evidence that the segregated provide
table
From which he cites the fable. school system is, in actuality,*I with direct experience in the ur
ban schools as a major part of
People bow to him
And Presidents ask for mercy. disturhing period of decision- their training. Dr. Cordasco re
sponded to this by saying that
making.
His position is structured
To counsel young men who are he agreed qualitatively; but that
By the memorandums and bills
attempting to make a rational presently, SPURT is training on
of right
And what he does is always true decision, the American Friends ly perhaps 25 out of the 4000
Service Committee (Quaker) has aspiring teachers at HSC. Such
For this little man is you!
Name withheld ! opened an office at 7 Park Street programs to be effective, must
--------------' at tihe corner of Bloomfield Ave- be employed on a much larger
To the Editor:
j nue near Montclair Center. The scale.
As the war in Viet Nam esca- j Friends Peace Center offers free
There were also five other pa
lates, more and more students |counseling service to those in nels: “ The Impact of Lay Pres
must consider their Selective \need of it, and Montclair State sure Upon School Administrat
Service status. For those who in |College students are invited to ors,” “ The Impact of Federal
good conscience cannot partici- ! visit the office,
Aid to Education,” “Institution
pate in war, this is a particularly
E.B. Fincher al Problems of Kappa Delta Pi,”
“ New Media for Curriculum Ed
ucation,” “Student Evaluation
of Faculty on a College Cam
pus — Peril or Promise.”

so to the student body for ex
(Continued from page 4)
panding their activity program
tures of Paul Bunyan Day ap
for next year. A record of 1607
peared -in the Star Ledger. The
voters voted in the May 11, 1967
SGA
extends
its
sincere
elections, 40% of the student
thanks to these fine newspaeprs.
body.
I wonder how many people in
The students have decided to
town realize that Montclair establish a less stringent dress
State spends 6 MILLION DOL code. Students will now be able
LARS in the surroudning area. to dress for classes according to
The largest part of this goes to their own standards. We have
Montclair itself. I don’t think confidence, however, that the
the town would appreciate our’ standards of most of our stu
directing our money toward dents are quite high.
friendlier skies.
WAPALANNE. . . . A few de
WAKE UP MONTCLAIR LIT
TLE FALLS IS JUST AROUND partments have decided to elim
inate one of the most beneficial
THE CORNER....................
programs offered at Montclair
I think that a re-evaluation of State, that is the outdoor educa
the benefits derived from Col tion program at Wappalanne.
lege High would be appropriate The SGA thinks it is not fair
in the neair future. I see none, for students to be eliminated
but this is only my personal from suah a program just be
opinion. What is yours?
cause the department chairman
Next year I beleive a move feels it is unnecessary. BAHHH
I guess that this is all I have
should be made toward teacher
and course evaluations by the to say for this year. THANK
students. This step can be taken, YOU ALL FOR ALLOWING
only if you are interested. So ME THE GREATEST EXPER
write to your SGA if you want IENCE OF MY LIFE. YOU’VE
ALL BEEN GREAT!! THANK
us to move in this direction.
Congratulations to the new YOU AGAIN !
Your S.G.A. President,
office holders on campus for the
Joe Kloza
year 1967-68. Congratulations al

Epsilon Pi Tau
(Continued from page 2)

the fatigue problems confront
ing the astronauts.
Within 24 hours of landing, the
astronauts will prepare for the
more than 200,000 miles home
ward journey. Their first job will
be to rendezvous with the com
mand module, manned by the
third astronaut or shipkeeper,
which will be traveling about 3,400 miles an hour about 80 miles
above the moon.

LO ST: Man’s silver watch with ex
pansion band in the Mallory-Finley
area on Thursday, May 11, ISS7.
Finder please contact Mrs. Korch
in the Science Office.

At 8 o’clock Friday evening. May
19. the College Life Union Board
presents
“The
Four
Seasons”
singing their greatest hits. The
concert will be held in Panzer
Gym. S.G.A. tickets cost $2.00. All
other tickets cost 53.00.
The College Life Union Board
the film “ Ipcress File” on
Rresents
londay. May 22. Admission is free.
The film will be shown at 7:30 in
V-1S5 and at 0:15 in M-tS.
Dan Sullivan
Publicity Chairman C.L.U.B.
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Commencement

Resident Assistants

Speaker

(Continued from page 3)

the general areas of supervis
ion and management, advising INTER-SORORITY COUNCIL
The newly elected officers of
Illinois and Arizona State Col and student activities.
the Inter-Sorority Council for the
lege.
Resident Assistants will pre 1967-1968 year were chosen on
sent
and explain rules and pro- May 16, and will be inaugerarted
He has been extremely active
cedu
es to the new residents. at a special dinner to be held at
in the community and state civic
They
will help students adjust the Robin Hood Inn. The follow
and professional matters too. He
to the college environment and ing girls were chosen: Joyce
has served as the president of
Gryzbowski, president, Kappa
the Flagstaff, Arizona, Rotary act as an zoo agent to direct
Sigma Rho; Ruth Paretzsky,
Club and a member of the and refer students with yersonvice president, Sigma Delta Phi,
al,
academic,
and
financial
pdoBoard of crippled children and
Dot Steffeno, recording secreta
adults and the Arizona Academy. blems to the proper authorites.
The will help initiate plans and ry, Theta Chi Rho; Evie Cole
He is recognized in the Who's support social, academic, recre man, corresponding secretary,
Who in America, Who's Who In ational, and cultural dormitory Mu Sigma; Many Jane De Rus
American Education, Who's Who programs and activities; hence so, treasurer, Delta Sigma Chi;
in the West, and Arizona Men setting a ve y positive example Sue Rogoff, historian, Iota Gam
of Achievement.
of leadership. Along with the ma Xi.
Dormitory Coucil, they will en
Commecement will be held on
courage the development and
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Sprague Feild on June 8, at!
maintenance of a good living
The new executive board for
6 p.m. Seniors can invite an i
and study atmosphere in which next semester stands as follow
unlimited amount of guests a t!
all
pedsons have respect for the ing: president Frank Suiberati,
the outdoor graduation. In the ;
rights
of others.
first vice - president Robert
event of rain, Commencement i
Barth, second vice - president
will be held simultaneously in
As part of the job requirement
the auditorium and Panzer Gym for the Resident Assistant Pro Stanley Gurski, treasurer Wil
liam Lang, corresponding sec
nasium.
gram, each member is expected retary Robert Grace, recording
to return to school early in Sep secretary, William McCluskey,
tember for an orientation pro and historian Howard Suckow.
gram and attend periodic inInducted into the fraternity on
service training during the May 9 were Mark Walton, Joe
school year will work es Singleton, John Stem, Jim Hoyt,
pecially with the incominv Ken Janney, William Welsch,
Freshmen who will comprise and Edward Rausch.
over 50 per cent of the total dor
Pinned
mitory esidents.
Stanley J. Gurski ‘69 to June
On May 22, the outgoing and Tyrrell ‘70.
incoming Resident Assistants
will be honored at a buffet din
SIGMA DELTA PHI
ner to be held in Grace FreeSigma would like to welcome
i man dining hall.
their spring pledge class: Carol
Spicer, Toni Taylor, Juanita Sul
livan, Chris Kinz, Linda Kineh,
Deborah Krigel, Mary Dome,
Rina Zoppi, Karen Holveck, Judie Vihonski, Kathy Mancini,
Ronnie Donato, and Marsha
Benson.
Congratulations to Ruth Paretzky on her election as ISC vicepresident.
(Continued from Page 1)
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best of luck to all our graduat
ing seniors.
Our pledge mistresses for the
spring pledge period were Pat
Fischer and Lenore Clemente.
Inductions for the new sisters
of Theta was held on May 17
at the home of Pat Tlusty. At
this time we formally welcom
ed Linda Carr, Joyce Carrer,
Terri D’Arminio, Ann De Croce,
Sandy Krulewitz, Joan McCafferty, Maria Milligan, Cathy
Ramsden, Judy Reider and Dor
is Schnehl, as sisters of Theta
Chi Rho.

KAPPA RHO UPSILON

KAPPA SIGMA RHO

Pat Kurzawa ‘68 to Tom Cushane ‘69 Beta Epsilon Tau.
Jo Ellen Zelt ‘68 to Stephen
Grossman ‘68 Tau Delta Phi,
Rutgers.
Carol Bednarek ‘69 to Frank
D'Alessandro ‘69 TKE, Seton
Hall.
Peg Broadwater ‘69 to Frank
Mittruker ‘69 Theta Zu, Stevens.
Nancy Petruska ‘69 to Rich
Preller ‘69 Phi Kappa Psi, Rid
er.

Our new pledges are: Kathy
Ackerman, Sherry Borden, Lin- v
da Boyle, Barbara Britten, Ka
thy Bure, Sally Clay, Marian
Colligan, Mimi Darias, Helga
Eggart, Donna Ezzi, Margie
Fernandez, Alice Fox, Pat Kern
Isabel Olsen, Sandy Robertson,
Carol Schneider, Arlene Suleski, Linda Van Wattingen, Linda
Vasko, Ellen Wagner and Jane '■
Wilkins. Our sincerest congrat
ulations to all of them. A mixer
with Lambda Chi Delta was ar
ranged and was a tremendous
success! Nebuchadnezzer and
the Babylonians supplied the en
PHI SIGMA EPSILON
The brothers of Phi Sigma Ep tertainment.
silon honored their graduating
We are also looking forward
seniors at a banquet held at to our Senior Farewell, Induc
Dan Dowd’s Steak House. Con tion Banquet and Shore Week- *
gratulations to our seniors: Lou end which will be held at Avon
is Andres, Jack Berjaca, Joe toy the Sea.
Com'ba, Dan Di Patrizio, Ron
Congratulations to Carol Be'dPiszar, and John Swoboda.
narek, Sheila Basilo, Linda Ber
Dave Malseed, our Carnival ry and Nancy Smith for being
chairman, would like to thank accepted to Chico State for next
everyone connected with Carni year.
val on their fine cooperation.
Engaged
All of us are looking forward
Suzette
Prudhon
'68 to Gene ,
to a fine summer at Seaside
Gilbba ‘67.
Park (hint)!
Pinned

Sincere
congratulations to
Joyce Gryzbowski, newly elect
ed president of ISC; and to
Roseanne Bostonian, SGA repre
sentative of the class of ‘69.
Pinned

Wendy Burke, ‘69 to John Me
Elwain, ‘70, Lambda Chi Delta.
Bonnie Manranca, ‘69 to Harry
Freeman, '69 Galumph (ringed)
Terry Brilliant, ‘68 to Ed Still
man, US Marines.

Friar Tuck Inn

Pinned

Iris Goldeniberg ito
Eddie
Katz, Fairleigh Dickinson, ‘69.

691 POMPTON AVENUE

Engaged

CEDAR GROVE
239-4500

A m e r i c a n F o r e s i g h t I nc.

SUMMER
JOBS
GUARANTEED INCOME
EARN...

*1000 *2500
No

2

previous

experience

necessary

QUALIFICATIONS
I YOU MUST H A V E A CAR
M U S T LIVE W I T H I N THESE A R E A S

YOU

NEW ENGLAND
Hhod* ItUnd
So Ne« lUmpUmi

Connetlicul

MID ATLANTIC
Ntm •*»»•»
0«U«MR
to te m Pe
Moyland
Brooklyn Brom long ItMnd. N Y

OR WITHIN 50 MILES OF ONE OF OUR EICHT REGIONAL OFFICES
NEW ENGLAND
Spnnglield. Mitt
Botlon. Mitt

lowell Mitt
Piomdence R I

Are you a college student
looking for extra Income?

MI0 ATLANTIC
Neoük N J
long ItUnd N I

PtnlidelphuPi
Baltimore Md

INTERVIEW:

CALL (COLLECT) CLIFTON, N. J.
[20112784411

Barbara Kaplan to Barry Al
an Bass, Rutgers ‘66, University
of Tennessee graduate school.
Jeanne Formica to Jack Wasowski, Springfield College, ‘66.
Lynne Foster to Cadet Louiis
Casper, United States Military
Academy, ‘67.
Sigma's Mr. Montclair State
contest will be held on May 20.
LAMBDA OMEGA TAU

Our pledges this semester are :
Michelle Bakay, Donna Dopirak,
Loretta Douglas, Janet Ferriol,
Carolyn Kolbak, Terry Minoque,
Uta Reiss and Phyllis Sokol. A
pledge party was held with the
men of Alpha Phi Delta of New
ark College of Engineering.
A mother-daughter installation
banquet for the new sisters will
be held at the Friar Tuck Inn
on Sun., May 21.
Engaged

Diana Cuidera ‘67, to Lou Del
Monte, a graduate of St. Peter’s
College ‘66, currently on fellow
ship at Fordham University.
Sandy White, ‘68 to Bob Kriney, Lambda Ghi Delta ‘68.
Oharleine Cleaver will
be
spending two months in Swazi
land, Africa this summer as a
volunteer worker for the Swazi
land Volunteer Service Work
Corps.
THETA CHI RHO

The women of Theta Chi Rho
held tihedr annual senior banquet
at Dan Dowd’s on May 7. The

In your »pare time during the first few
weeks at college this fell you can earn
e substantial amount of money. The
Reader's Digest needs official College
Representatives to accept and send in
subscriptions from every campus.
No experience is required. You do ae

much selling as your class schedule will
allow. W e supply you with order carde
that you distribute to dormitory room«,
sororities, fraternities and friends. O n
each order that results you receive a
handsome comm ission. Interested?
Then mail coupon below today !

,
»
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MSC Tennis Team Seeks
State Conference Match

SGA Elections
(Continued from Page 1)

Charlene Cheatem, who served
as vice-president of the class
this year.
John Burke, a business m aj
or, will serve as class treasurer.
John is a member of the Montclarion, and has been active in
class council. Kathy Mancini
will serve as class secretary.
SGA

Paga 7

m o n t c l a r i o n

Representatives

Next year’s Student Govern
ment Association legislature will
consist of the following people
representing the following de
partments:
Lois Nack and David Vrede,
business education; Lynn Fallander and Robert Krebs, Eng
lish; Joseph Singleton, Fine
Arts; Barbara Evans, Home

economics; Ronald Szabo, indus
trial arts; Michael Cleary and
Valentine DeLa Guardia, lan
guage; Steven Costic and Jo
seph Valenti, mathematics; Lee
Canow, Delford, Music; Diane
Burcher, Kathy Nunnick, physi
cal education; Larry Akerstrom,
Alan DaCunzo, science; Frank
Cripps, Sharon Koval, social
studies; Paul Hart, Mark Rudnick, speech.
Class SGA Representatives

The representatives to each of
the classes to the Student
Government Association legisla
ture are the following:
Leonard Elovitz, Pene Lattimer; Class of 1968; Rosanme
Bostonian, Paul LLoy, Class of
1969; Ita Odra, Bob Stickel,
Class of 1970.

Montclair State’s tennis team
now stands 5-4-1 for this season.
Losses thus far have come to
N.C.E. (5-4), Monmouth (6%2%), Newairk-Rutgers (6-3) and
powerful East Stroudsburg (90

year. The lineup against Glass
boro will be Sullivan at no. 1,
Savercool no. 2, Seiler no. 3,
Goldiberg no. 4, Maranzano no.
5 and Lissner no. 6.

).

This year’s team has been
paced by the oonsistant play of
no. 1 Danny Sullivan, no. 2 Gary
Savercool and no. 6 Clark Lissner. These players are all 8-3.
Others on the team have been
less successful but have come
through in many close matches
to decide a victory.
In league competition Mont
clair is 3-0 and needs only a vic
tory over a strong Glassboro
team to clinch the State confer
ence for the second straight

Tourney
(Continued from page 8)

Baseball
(Continued from page 8)

ceptian, as be nursed a two-bit
shutout into the ninth. He was
soon greeted by a pair of singles
and a sacrifice bunt by BUI
Becker to bring the tyinig runs
into scoring position with only
one out.
Here Indian mentor BUI Dioguardi brought in his skysoraping ace Fred Keimel. Fred re
tired the first Knight batter on
a grounder to second as the
first FDU run crossed the plate.
Then with the tying run just
90 feet away, Keimel cooly pro
ceeded to fan shortstop Ted
Force to preserve the win.

ed the best record in its 39
year intercollegiate history in
1966-67 winning 21 of 26 games.
The Indians, with five sopho
mores starting for most of the
season figure to be one of the
Indians over JCSC 5-1
best small college teams in the
Montclair’s next game against
East in 1967-68. Watkins will al
Jersey City State College was
so have an unbeaten freshmen
a much easier win for the
team group to select his varsi
Indians. Freshman strongboy
ty players for next October.
Frank Rossi powered his third
circuit blow of the season to
spark a three-run third inning
Injun rally.
The Big Red then added
single -runs in the fifth and
sixth frames to build up a 5-0
lead. Jersey City, after being
denied a run in the seventh
inning on Mike Sullivan’s fine
shoestring catch, finaUy pushed
across an unearned tally in the
eighth on a two-base hit follow
ed by a two-ibase error by
Montclair’s second sacker, BUI
Granse, making the final score
5-1.
Pete Jerauld, who pitched
his finest game of the season,
had a fine assortment of pitches
and he managed to pace himself
extremely well. The sophomore
righty’s route going performance
was his third win without a
setback.
D a ta rcA n TJ /vn*o/l

The Injuns next game against
a stong Paterson State team
was the same story as strong
pitching and a homer were
sufficient to puU off the win.
The homer came off the bat of
Jim Downing with two mates
aboard, and it increased the
Indian margin to 5-0. The pitch
ing was executed by winner
Fred Keimel with relief help
from Bdb Bisbano and it pro
vided Montclair with its eighth
straight win with a margin of
5-2.
Squires Defeated

The Indians next traveled to
Newark State to battle the
Squires for the second time
this season.
The Dioguardi men quickly
rallied behind Bill Van Pelt,
who celebrated his return to
the Brave lineup with a 350
foot, three run homer, and scored
four, first inning runs.
The Injuns then proceeded to
hold on and gave hurler Bob
Bisbano his second win of the
season. The win also enabled
Montclair State to move into a
tie for the conference lead
with Glassboro State.

G T+383=N EW D A R T G TS .

That's what we did. Took a well-tested
383-cubic-inch 4-bbl. V8 and slipped it
under the hood of Dart GT. The result:
Dart GTS. A brand-new optional package
of performance goodies featuring :
■ Dual exhausts. ■ Heavy-duty suspen
sion. ■ Red Line wide-oval tires. ■ Disc
brakes up front. ■ Either four-speed
manual or three-speed automatic trans
mission. ■ And a low moan from the lowrestriction air cleaner that your elders

just w on't understand and your girl friend
w ill eventually get used to.
The GTS package is available on both
Dart GT models, two-door hardtop and
convertible. And with either GT, you
start with such standard features as
■ All-vinyl upholstery. ■ Foam-padded
seats. ■ Full carpeting.
GT - f 383. The newest winning formula
from Dodge. Check it out right now at
your nearby Dodge Dealer's.

Dodge
CHRYSLER
M0T0R8 CORPORATION
V

"Pack A Care Drive"
From May 11-24, the "Pack
a Care" Drive for our GI's in
Viet Nam is underway on
campus. The organisations and
student body are being con
tacted through speakers, fly
ers, and posters for donations
and support. Such articles as
soap, gum, magazines, KoolAid, letters, etc. will find a
welcome home in the GI Joe
box in Life Hall Cafeteria.
The drive is sponsored by
Delta Sigma Chi. The purpose
is to let them know we at
Montclair Stale care. Help us
care.
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Watkins to Accept * Indians Claim Successful Season
Post A t Dickinson Victories Added Bv Team Effort
by John Danloni
April showers may bring May flowers, but don’t men
tion them to Montclair State College baseball coach Bill
Dioguardi. This year the April showers have continued well
on into May and they have managed to turn Montclair’s
baseball schedule topsy-turvy.
Between the raindrops, however, Montclair managed to
continue its all winning ways as the Indians extended, their

performance would have beer
more than enough to nail dowi
the victory but Fairleigh fount
themselves trailing 2-0 afte
eight and a half innings.
Montclair’s team has beer
getting exceptional pitching al
year and has found that Comiba’i
9-0 with victories
over Fairleigh Dickinson, Jer two runs through his nine inning hurling today would be no ex
Szem’s teams turned in records sey City, Paterson and Newark
(Continued on Page 7)
tenure. On normal days this
of 22 and 3 and 19-0.
State.
Not only will Dave Watkins
The Indians first contest saw
M O N TC L A IR S T A T E C O L LE C E
be remembered as a good bas
V A R S ITY F O O T B A L L S CH ED U LE
heavily
worked
Joe
Comiba
take
Time
Place
1967
Date
Day
ketball coach but he was one of
s p.m.
Away
Sat Sept 16 East Stroudsburg State College
the finest and most popular the mound for Montclair against
2 p.m.
Away
Sat Sept. 23 Cortland State College
Home 1:30 p.m.
professors at Montclair. He a Fairleigh Dickinson squad
Sat Sept 30 Curry College
which
had
only
managed
one
8 p.m.
Home
7 Central Connecticut State College
Sat. O ct
made not only a great contribu
14 Open
Sat O ct
tion to sports but an even more win in nine previous ballgames.
2 p.m.
Home
Sat. Oct. 2 1 Southern Connecticut State College
important contribution to educa However, Knight ihurler Bill
2 p.m.
Away
University of Bridgeport
Sat. O ct
28
McDonnell
refused
to
surrender
tion. His successor will have a
or 7:45 p.m.
without
a
fight.
Away 1:30 p.m.
4
Trenton State College
tough time replacing him both
Sat Nov.
Nome 1:30 p.m.
Sat Nov. u Glassboro State College
at court side and in the class
MaDonnell limited the Inian’s
Homo 1:30 pjn.
Sat Nov. 1 8 Delaware State College
room.
offense to just four hits and

Dave Watkins, who led Montclair State College to the
best record in its basketball history last season with a 21-5
mark, has resigned in order to accept the head coaching posi
tion at prestigious Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pennsyl
vania.
Regarded as one of the fastest rising young basketball
mentors on the East coast, Watkin’s departure came as a record to
surprise to MSC officials.
Watkins became the Indians
head basketball coach three
years ago when Henry Schmidt,
the Indian’s director of athletics,
stepped down after a ten year
career.
Hardworking and extremely
personable, Watkins did a mas
sive recruiting job in the three
years. While building the' fine
1966-1967 team, Montclair State
suffered through two losing
seasons of 11-13 and 12-14, be
fore hitting the jackpot this
year.
He will leave the foundation
for a very fine team. The first
six players from this year’s
varsity will be bacic, along with
the Indian freshman team which
posted a undefeated 19-0 mark.
In addition, Watkins has re
cruited another top-flight group
of New Jersey high
school
players this year which figures
to give MSC a solid team for
the next two or three seasons.
In addition to his success
with the varsity basketball team
Watkins also coached the junior
varsity to a 53-10 record in
three years as coach.
The varsity soccer team also
prospered under the watchful
eye of Watkins and produced
a record of 21 wins, 14 defeats
and 3 ties.
No successor has yet been
named to replace Watkins. The
sports staff of the Montclarion
hopes that Mr. Paul Szem, the
former Indian cage star and
current
freshman
basketball
coach will be selected. In his
first two . seasons as coach

Cagers Enter
Toum eyBout
Montclair State College has
accepted an invitation to take
part in the Western Carolina
Holiday Basketball Tournament
to be played at Ashville, North
Carolina, between Dec. 7 and 9,
1967.
The Indians will be one of four
teams taking part in the roundrobin tourney. Other schools
taking part are Union College of
mont Abbey of Belmont, North
Carolina; and the host school,
Western Carolina College.
Each team will meet the oth
er three teams entered in the
playoff with action slated for
Dec. 7, 8, and 9.
Montclair State College post(Continued on Page 7)

Try Camaro-“The Hugger”

Comoro hugs a road closer, straightens a curve easier because it’s thu
widest stance sportster at its price. It’s lower, heavier, to o ...b ig -c a r solid and steady.
You get a better ride, more precise handling for your money.
Ask any Camaro owner, he’ll tell you.
Now, during the Camaro Pacesetter Sale.
you also get special savings on specially equipped sport coupes and convertibles.
Save on all this: the 250-cu.-in. Six,
whitewalls, wheel covers, bumper guards, wheel opening moldings, body striping,
deluxe steering wheel, extra brightwork inside.
And, at no extra cost during the Sale,
get a floor shift for the 3-speed transmission and the sporty hood stripe!
Compare Camaro. See your Chevrolet dealer now.
(Sale savings, too, on specially equipped Fleetside pickups, Model CS10934.)

CAM ARO

b y Chevrolet

GM
sum or i K i u i t u

